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UMaine to participate in student exchange
4 Sosiet student in I eningrad.
Sahara region women
topic of series lecture
IR Urn Roper
'Y'zet Nt• Ye,
Women's agricultural
organizations n the Sahara
region are pressuring local
governments into accepting
new solutions to longAtanding
problems. Clement Boulanger,
the second speaker in this year's
World Food Das Series said
Thursday.
"It is 'known that women
play a major role in
agriculture in maintaining
food security at the production
level and also at the marketing
Level," he said.
Boulanger briefly discussed
the kinds of problems
agriculturally-based peoples in
Sudan, Mali, Senegal. and the
Western Sahara are facing to-
day. In most areas of these
countries., men have either
hunted for game or worked
cash crops ht *omen have
been primarils responsible for
growing the vegetable portion
of the lamas diet.
As larger cities have sprung
up. many men have deserted
their homes and families for a
different life.
Combined with a growing
lack of sufficiency in other
areas, this situation. Boulanger
said, has prompted women to
organize against the kinds of
crises suffered in the past.
Boulanger said men in these
traditionally Muslim areas are
showing signs or cooperation
With women's organizatiOns
despite local traditions which
discourage female participation
in government "I think in two
or three years the women will
have more economic power in
the villages than men, •' he
said.
Boulanger went to the
Sahara with a.group of French -
Canadian researchers to
es aluato the stability of peasant
strategics there. He said local
and national governments have
also helped td encourage
cooperative activity by de-
emphasizing the importance of
export cash crops.
"1 think some solutions can
come from the government but
this is Only part of the whole
solution," he said. "I have to
fight for the women. They are
the changing force in many
countries."
_rack Doyle, the next speaker
in the series, will discuss recent
patterns in genetic science Oct.
15:7:30 p.m. in Neville Hall,
Doyle is , the- author of
Altered Harvest, a book based
on scientific research in
biotechnology. He also has
served as consultant to several
government organizations and
has worked on legislation affec-,
ting coal mining and pesticide
use,
by hoopla kessell
I here are still many prepara-
tars,to be made in a new U.S.-
Soviet University Pairing Pro-
--yam, said organizers on twO
University of Maine_ System
campuses.
last May, the university
system was named as-one of..
fivenni cismrsin c country
to bepaired with Soviet uniyer
sales in a three-year cultural
exchange program.
UNIaine and the University
of Southern Maine were chosen
last summer by Chancellor
Robert Woodbury to represent
the system.
The UMaine System has been
paired with the State Universi-
ty of Kharkov, located about 60_
miles east of Kiev.
-T-he- university system joins
the ranks of four prestigious
schools --- Harvard. Stan-
ford. Williams, and Infalette,
in this program sponsored by
the Citizen Exchange Council,
the oldest private organization
_engaged in, C.S.Soviet
exchanges
In the program. 12 Soviet
undergraduate students will
visit UMaant and USM for two
weeks early next semester, and
Maine students will visit the
—chancellor for
Sosiet Union next spring. The
program is open to any l'Mame
or USM • undergraduate
student.
Each Year 12 undergraduate
student; will be selected from
both campuses Lb go to the
Soviet Union, with additional
spots reserved for a graduate
student and !WO advisers.
Rithard Boweri, vice
Academic Af-
On the UMaine campus, the
program is being run as a pro-
ject of the International Affairs
Club. On the USM campus, the
program is sponsored by Stu-
dent Government and coor-
dinated by Christine Holden,
assistant professor of, history.
Wallace-Whitaker, who
wrote a 36-page proposal to the
CEC, said the program is look-
ing for students with a diversi-
The program is not only looking for
emoys, but for student hosts for the Soviet
students as well."
Assistant Professor Wallace-A hitaker
fairs, said the number of en-
voys that will come from each
campus is still under
consideration .,
Virginia Wallace- Whitaker;
UMaine assistant professor of
journalism and broadcasting
and campus coordinator for the
program, said she is looking to
have the Soviet students visit
somewhere between Jan.
18-Feb: 10, and have the Maine
students visit during Stay ram
or after spring break.
She said she is waiting for a
response from the Soviets on
the best two- %VT k period for
both exchanges.
. •
The Farm 4Iachiners Building, one of the ()iciest wooden structures on t. mptls, will be torn down
in December. %tors on page 3.
ty of majors and interests. Stu-
dent involvement is not limited
. to those who arc selected to go,
- she said,. "The program is not
--only looking for envoys."
Wallace-Whitaker said, "but
for student hosts for the Soviet
students as well."
Terry Moore, president of
the International Affairs Club,
said Currently one of the
primary • -projects the club is
working on is the establishing
of criteria to determine which
students will go to the Soviet
Union.
)..re EXCHANGE page 2)
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*Exchange
Wallace-Whitaker said fund raising
and activity plans for the Soviet students
_are also being looked into and should be-
_hammered down at a joint campus
• meeting on Oct. 19. Moore said the
club's role is to —coordinate the
onslaught of interest :by students and
tunnel them into areas that need
work. "Many students are unaware of
the program. Moore said. but once the
word is spread, many students will want
to get in.oked .Although he said he
hopes for a large student participation.
!lasing man) students wanting to go will
make the decision process all the more
difficult.
"Setting up the criteria will be a long
and difficult -process and-is the biggstal-•
thing in horn of us," he said. •
A board of trustees, Moore said, will
be established within the nest Tetv-Areeks
to determine what qualities and
qualifications ire necessary for the stu-
dent ens oss
Three of the Inc hoard members base
already been selected from the LAC,
with the other two members to come
from outside the club, he said.
David ('Osvic, chair of the USM Stu-
dent Senate, said although determining
who will go will be difficult, it it nol thu
major problem his campus faces
Cowie said USM suffers from what
many other untstssities suffer from to
a lesser- --extent:. pocKr„..411iden1-
involsemen1T - ' '' '''
"I)own bac, student body is so
apathetic: Fr`s- amazing how so many
studeoes _are disinterested with
anything," Cowie said.
For fund raising. Vs allace-Whitaker
said-, both campuses are working joint
ly to raise $71.(X01) over the nett-three
years to continue the program .
Under the program, each uniscrsits
is expected to raise S21,000 the first year
and S25.000 in the two years after that.. •
Wallace-Whitaker said she is first
'look ing to raise the mones from outside
public sources, with the university
ssstem as a backup
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Although it is a 10t91 money to raise,
"the climate in Maine in general is sets
la‘tliahit to these kinds of es
changes." she said.
allacc-Whitaker said the mone%
would he used to co% Cl any expenses in
curtest while the So% let students are here
and would cos cr the Maine students's
transportation vosts to the Sask.! :noon
• the minute the land on Soviet soil,
ttc Sos-octs will pick up the tab arid the
minute the Sos lets land in Washington,
we pick up the tab," she ,said
The CUC has allotted each uniscrsity
S11,000 this scar. 18,000 of which will
be used to cos er costs of a two-day snit
bs the Soviets to New York or
Vi athington D.C., she said. '
.siitlitiort ts this trip, Wallace-
Vs hitakei said trips to Mt. Katandin.
icintsion
and radio stations, newspapers, and
shopping centers are being looked into
Wallace Whitaker said all the pro-
grams will hasc a theme from which
serious discutsions can come -
A memorial service for Car
Itkk. %I Bean will he had at 10a m
Oct_ 17 at the Unmet-sits of %WIC
Neuman Center
(-40. Bean. 27, a 1963 UMaine
graduate, was one of three crew
member i killed in a Sept. za B- IN
bomber crash in Colorado. He was
a pilot stationed at 'thus. AF11,
While in college, ( apt Bean-, a
natise of Rangeley, was an wise
member of the Phi coamma Delta
fratertuty. He was a member of the
first Ulklame Au Force ROTC class
and was the first commissioned of-
ficer from the campus unit to earn
pilor wings.
The memorial sersice is being
organized by Ph: (famine Delta in
conjunction with ithe _Alf I or ,c
ROTC.
A scholarship has been estatslish
ed. arid contributions ma. he sent to
the (apt. Ricky M Bean Memorial
Scholarship, in care of .1nd It
Richard Gilman, 18 Sunset Drisc,
Old Town, ME 044M
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Century-Old wooden building
toile torn down in December
by NNW nimi
st.in
One of the oldest wooden structures
left on the University of Maine campus
will be torn down in early December.
The Farm Machinery Building,
located across the road from the front
door of the Maine Center for the Arts,
was built in the late 19th century and
was formerly known'as Barn No. 2.
Now. after nearls a century, the
building has to be,tor n down because of
deterioration.
- Toni ( °Ie, director of ,Facilities
Management, said a new building will
be constructed in the service building
complex to take the place of the old
storage building
Cole said the project will cost approx-
imately SWAM/ and will be paid for par.
tially by Facilities Management and by
a variety of contributors for the
building.
ntii-facility is used mostly for storing
research equipment, but it also holds
machinery for 'Facilities Management
and equipment for student activities.
Cole said the new building will "more
than replace" the space of the old
building. The area where the old building
is sitting will be a simple landscape
Along with the Farm Machinery
the cAtensions of the Scientific
Research Building, located across the
street from York Hall, will be torn
down. The materials stored there now
, will also be housed in the new building..
Classifieds
Earn Shundreds weeklyS in sour
spare time. United Services of
America is Took Trig- —Mr
homewor kers to perform mail XI-
Ices. Incentive programs
as adage-. For information send
large self addressed stamped
envelope to t!.S.A 24307 Magic
Mtn. P4ws., Suite M. Valencia,
911c‘
Parks. a S Data Processing. All typ-
ing done at reasonable rates. Call
Karen 989-4142
163 Bennoch Rd. Orono ) bdr.
arc— for lent. Heat included,
available
 now. WO month.
security deposit required. Call
667-7604 for more information
OV Cf Sta‘. .Jobs. Summer, yr.
round. Europe,- .S. America,
Australia. Asia All fields.
S900- mo Sightseeing.' Fret
info. Write 1St. P4) f3ox 52-ME I.
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625
UNIVFRSI TY TYPING SERVICE
Term papers. repons theseS:
resumes, and general typing. ('all
827-36R9 ask for Julie
I am looking for a ticket to the
Oct. 17 show of "Ain't
Misbehavin” Please call 581-2817
days or 827-8443. •-•
WANTED part-time salesperson
to sell *omens coats. Sat. & Sun.
sales experience necessary. Call
942-7661. THE MAINE COAT
10%N, Hogan Rd., Bangor
Wanted - Someone to house-sit the
week after Xmas. Great skiing.
sauna, VCR, more; 40 min. drise
to Orono,. Call Dennis st2968.
Papers typed $1.25 a page. Call
Emily 866-5682 Satisfaction
guaranteed or your money back
Wilde stein, Lesbian-Gay student
group will meet tonight at 6:30pm,
Coe-Lounge. Union Building. All
concerned urged_ to attend:
lassifieds are 50' per line. The;
are published on limes. & Own,
and are due Mon. & Wed. before
noon.
Bass' Shoe Outkt
the Maine Square
Hogan Road
Bangor
Bring this coupon and receive $5.00 off
any regular priced shoe.
Open Sun. 9-5
M-S 9-9
Reunion of Bison Lodge
8:00pm Thursday
Meister Braii Specials
Study Skills Problems?
Do you know that. .
. many students neser realize their academic potential
because they do not haye efficient study habits?
...study skills such as notetaking, test taking, and time
management can be relearned and improved quickly?
...there is currently a stody skills series on campus that
.• can help you meet the challenges of your course work?
If y.ou answered "no' to any of these questions, then you
should plan to attend the FALL STUDY GUIDE SERIES '
Study Skills workshops are offered every Tuts & Wed afternoons in the month
of October. November. and December in the Coe lounge. Memorial Union at
3:15 p.m
NOTE Special workshop prru-nislions will be  offer Ttoitsday, October. 15 &
22 The October 20 & November 4th workshops will be held in the Nutter
Lounge. Memorial Union. _
Oct 14 - THE ROLE OF YOUR ACADEMIC ADVISOR
.Have you met with your advisor at least once this semester? learn about what
you have missed, how to develop questions for your meeting, and what is
lusiher role in your academic career
-Oct 15 -.THE ROLE OF STUDENT SER‘'ICES IN YOUR COLLEGE LIFE
This workshop will feature a panel discussion and provide you with information
and resource material which will enrich your personal and social development at
UMaine
Oct 20 -GOAL SITTING. ACADF-11111C AND PERSONAL
Learn how to establish goals and objectives that will enhance Wur organization
and motivate you to accomplish tasks in a designated amount of time
NOTE: Will be- held in Nutter Lounge. -
Oct it TIME MANAGEMENT
Effector use of yourtime will be discussed and examples will be gisen
Oct 22 ORIENTATION TO 'mime LIBRARY
This workshop will pros ide an osersiew of library resources and a tour of tilt
facilities
Oct WRITING COLLEGE PAPERS
This workshop will focus on development of techniques to create and write well
organized college papers
Oct 28 - USING PERSONAL COMPI'TEILs TO %RITE COLLEGE PAPERS
An introductory session on using pc's to create.edu.and produce essayl, reports
and term papers. A "hands-on" approach will be provided to all members. No
computer experience necessary.
Nos - STREsS MANAGEMENT
A discussion of ways to dealing with stress
techniques
your life including retaxatioi,
Nov SUPERLEARNING
One of.the most popular workshops that will assist you in organizing and
developing your study habits NOTE will be held in Nutter Lounge
Noy,-10 READING VIM It TEXTBOOKS
Learn effective ways to recognize and highlight the main points outlined in if.
...
[hapters of your textbooks
So'. It SPEED READING -
Tips to help you read and comprehend material in sour *lasses in a quick an.1
efficient manner will-be discussed.
Nov I- iMPRos !SG YOUR MEMORY
- Techniques for improsing your &Hits to remember old and new facts and con-
cepts will be featured
Nov 18- TEST TAILING STATEGILS
Adsice for preparing for and taking otnectise and essas exams will be goal
I • I' NDERST A NIIING MYERS-BRIGGS INI)11( poit pan I
An explanation off the Alyers-Briggs indrument and it's to sour own %hers-
Briltg type indicator and it's relationship to studs skills will be presented
Dec 2 & 9 PREPARING FOR FINAL EXAMS
Techniques and strategies to help you prepare for comprehensoe exams and
-T.
papers will be discussed.
Dec. 5- UNDE TANDING OUR LEARNING sTliTE pirtIll
A discussion of the various learning styles people emplos and their relationship
to sour own SIvers,Brigg type indicator will be discussed
Sponsored as a service of the SEARCH program, New Student Orientation Of
lice. Memorial Union If you are unable ti; attend a workshop of interest to
y04,-. Mit or call the Orientation Office1581 -18261. Memorial Union to obtair,
handouts or meet indisidualls with the SE ARcH coordinator
„IT
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Editorial
More grammar is needed
Oftentimes, the Daily Maine Campus iscriticized for its reporters' poor grammarskills and spelling.
One reason for this is the fact that Journalism
majors are not required to take a grammar course
to graduate from the University of 'Maine
Neither are English majors, education majors.
nor any other majors here.
In fact, the UMairie English departmendoesn't
even offer a grammar course. Leasing students to
fend_for themselses in collegiate academia with
high school or junior high writing skills
Most high school English courses arc literature
classes and offer very little grammar'... Meaning that
often students enter college with a dim memory of
diagramming sentences in the sescnth grade, and
k now ledie of little else.
Students an esers- major need good writing
skills. which seem to, be oserlooked in academia's
current trend ol promoting high-tech courses, coin
puter classes, and other more exotic educational
fare.
Maybe UMaine administrators belies e students-
already possess adequate writing skills, although
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those who do obviously aren't too closely in toisch
with the student body arismore
Although squeeting another class into most
students' already full course loads would draw
protests from many, the universit) already- has a
forum into which it could integrate grammar.
UMamc requires most freshmen to take English
Composition, a rather benign course designed -to
teach students how to write essays. fiction, and
compositions
Howeser. grammar doesn't really enter the pic-
ture in this Course and it should. Cirammar should
be stressed and basic readers like Strunk and
White's Elements of .Style be required reading.
By adding the study of grammar into this
course, the unisersits would he helping most
students' writing abilits immcasurahl.- without
-has ing to alter major requirements or 'college
requirements
Most faculty probably would agree, college
students need instruction in this area.
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R -Kevin Dietrich'
Isn't -it about time a national 'den
tif ication card was issued to indis 'duals
mei the age of 21'
It seems foolish that American
citizens arc denied a basic liberty such' _
as purchasing alcohol simply because
thes're from out til state
, I speak from much experien.e.
as dunng my tenure at the Unisenny of
Maine lie been denied the abose nght
because I did not base a state ID in ms
posCession
Sure, I could'se gone down to the
Department of Motet Vehicles and
stood in line for an hour or two and put
up with some of the surliest melts idualv -
on the face of this planet in an e4fort its
get 4 state of Maine II)
But that state of MAIM ID would
ks.a+e been of little assistance to me in
New Hampshire or Vermont or Rhode
Island Of Connecticut or wherever I
might be trytng to buy beer during a
weekend escur sion
To he honest, it really pisses me off
to be refused admittance to a bar or to
he turned away from a liquor MON
because, in essence. I'm frOm out of -
state
Being from California, I spent alcang-`
time at home waiting to turn 21. the
legal age
Finalls that blessed day came and I no
longer had to use a take ID or "shoulder
tap" in order to obtain alcohol
But then, shortly after turning 21, I
C.amc to school in Maine and found out
that- my (-alifornia driscr's license,
cepted in bars and liquor stores from
San Diego to Los Angeles to San Fran-
cisco, isn't good enough
"I'm sorry, we an only accept state
of Maine Ws." is a phrase I lerned
quickly and have come to passionately
loathe
Not to mention the suspicious,
menacing looks which always aci.sorn
pan) the refusal
- Orono liquor stores seem to itrvethts-
down to ab an .
Maybe the abosc are required to take
a quit*, but thorough, course in
—rudeness to out -of -st Alters' before be-
ing issued a liquor license.
Certain!) a piercing stare and a quick
, "no" are necessary
MY only consolation is that the hqour
stores which have gone out of business
or are struggling probably could have
cleared all-time profits if only the) had
accepted my ID and allowed me to pur
chase beer
Heck, Discount Beverage, now
known as Beverage Warehouse, pro-
bably could've added a new wing instead
of shutting down
Oh well, it's their loss
R Kevin thetrich, a rocket science
major front Sonia cruz. has said
the rights to his body to the .Ho/con
Brewing Co.
Potato farmin
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Aroostook knows Maine, but surprising-
ly, few Mainers know Aroostook. Numerous
writers focus their work on southern regions
of the state, neglecting the picturesque lands
and interesting people of a countryside that
resembles so many others, but duplicates
none.
Today. even the :hildren of the
County have missed a large part of
Aroostook". heritage. Generations
have shpped through the fingers of
time and fading tradition.
Our ancestors farmed the potato
crops by means of plows drawn by
magnificent horses. The insention of
machinery brought efficient diggers
drawn by small tractors and young
people were part of the busy hand
creNS that pied each potato from
the ground. technology increased to
proside farm rs with • harvesters
which c1iminaicl the need for manual
labor.
Today there are few, if any, hand
crews remaining and students aren't
biing readily dismissed any more
to aid farmers during the harvest
season.
The potato industry is important to
our economy, but more Importantly,
it's part of our culture and heritage.
Children and grandchildren of
Aroostook's potato farmers are also
farmers and their children are
_likewise growing into the trade
Vor s isnot% of the counts, the drive
for miles and miles seems to be the
ultimate way to nowhere. The 100-
mile trip from Bangor to Houlton
consists of only a less small towns,
hut holds acres of scenic forest. 
Houlton, the most southerly town of
Aroostook and formerls the, potato
capital. sits 40 miles south of Pres-
que Isle, which is now the center of
harvest.
Potato harvest means different
things to different people, but for
many it togs a memory of long days
and hard work
I can still hear the sharp voice of
the radio announcer ecstatically run-
ning through the long Tim of area
Winer% and when they'd be starting
vit
•'llet right around and get a nice
hot breakfast in a because those
tarmers are going right on time this
morning, ',e announced as the
ever popular "later Raisin — song
would fade In over the r•
My brother and sister and I would
slumpishly conic down the stairs rub-
bing our eyes, preparing ourselves for
the buss day ahead of us Mother
alvtass had hot oatmeal waiting for
us on the table and a big smile on her
face. The combination of the two
always started the day out right
After eating, we'd head for the
cellar to pull on the same dirty, and
now stiff, clothing that was worn the
day before. Mother would hand me
my favorite Donnie and Marie Os-
mond lunch pail and a gallon pig of
water, plant a warm kiss on my cheek
and send me to the end of the
driveway to watch for an old blue
school bus to come oser the hill
I was always the look-out. Mom
tells me now it was because I was
always the informer of the family.
A light frost covered the ground
and you could see your breath in the
light from the morning sun that was
just waking up from behind the hills.
The au on those mornings was bit-
ter cold, but we Were dressed for the
conditions. Layers of long
underwear, t-shirts, flannel shirts,
sweat shirts, heavy coats, add a pair
of blue jeans and top it off with a
winter hat and we were ready for
morning weather. We weren't
fashion plates, but we were warm.
Upon reaching the fields, we were
greeted by our field mother, usually
the wife of the farmer, who would
hand us a basket and designate our
sections with little orange flags.
Each picker was designated a dif-
ferent number and packs of tickets
with big black numbers printed on
them were handed out to each
worker. As each barrel was filled to
the rim, a card was forced between
a crack in the top to identify the
worker, and the number of tickets at
the end of the day designated the pay.
The barrel truck would come
()troller 1.1 I9A" rar.
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Question 1: Maine Yankee
In a.Nov 3 referendum. Mainers Will have
the opportunity to. vote on whetner or not
Maine Yankee nuclear power plant will be
closed down by the summer of 1988.  VER-
BATIM presents ()posing views of two experts
on the 'Subject
Richard Hill is a University of Maine pro-
fessor He is the chair of the Citizens Against
the ShYtdown of Maine Yankee. and publishes
a 'New England solar atlas
NancY Dudley is press secretary for the
Maine Nuclear Referendum Committe. She
holds a master's degree m cumutunrcatibns
theory and research
Nanc, Dudle
On 's:os. 3, 1987, Maine,.it liens will base a chance to. sole on whether- they want ,
to .allow the Maine Yankee Atomic
Power Company to continue to pro-
duce nuclear waste. The question we
%tin bo soling on. is: "I)o sou Want
to let any power plant like Maine
Yankee operate after Jul) 4..1988. if
it makes high loci nuclear waste?"
This referendum is about nuclear
waste, and more to the point,
whethe-Matne people want-* nuclear
waste dump in their state.
. Nuclear waste . needs nuclear
dumps This connection became very
clear to Maine citizens in January of
1986 when the U.S. Dept. of Energs
(DOE) announced that two Maine'
sites were on its list of 1.2 finalists for
the nation's first high level nuclear
waste dump
T
housAnds of angrs Mainers
rucked .the public hearings
«tucti to/lowed. declanng their
absolute opposition to a nuclear
waste dump in Maine con-
. -fronted bs this unprecedented 'op-
position. Hunter Weder.:Secretary of
the DOE. said. ''It is difficult for the
State of %lame to fight us as hard as
they are on the hand, and on the
other hand hase a nuclear power
plant cooking away generating
nuclear waste."
• Maine Yankee makes all the high -
kiel nu-clear waste - in • Maine. and
nuclear waste needs nuclear dumps.
Goserneir Joseph E. Brennan
countered. Weiler's eibsers anon with
the,quesiicin being vowed statewide
by concerned citizens:,"Is it respon7
siblc to continueto pioduce 'nuclear
power but flatls refuse to clean up
after ourselves? It's an important
question for every Maine citizen who
does nOt to liveLltett to a nuclear
sviste dump."
1
TWo waste dumps in Maine
The DOE's threat of a high level
nycl&r waste dumri-in Maine made
petit* very angry and helped them to
sec the connection between making
and dumping high-lesel nuclear
waste But this is Just one of the
nuclear waste dumps that Maine pen 
pieare being.threatened with if Maine
Yankee is allowed to make more
nuclear waste The other dump.
which.manspeople know much less
about, 11, a liss-ksel nuclear waste
dump.
F
ederal law requires Maine to
site a low -loci nuclear waste
dump within the state tis
Januars: 1. 1988; and the I
I es el Nuclear Waste- Policy At
forces state taxpasers to take.owner
ship of Maine N ankee's nuclear waste '
by Januars I. 1993, when we will no
longer he allowed to ship it out of
state To compls with this ruling—
Maint has identified approximately
4$ potential low -kid nuclear waste
,
saes throughout the state.
Despite the term ."low-lesel",
much of this waste is so highly totic
that 3 few moments exposure to it
would cause death within a week
The term mere!) serses to distinguish
the spent fuel rods, which are high-
level nuclear waste, from all the rest .
There is yet no guaranteed safe
method for disposing of nuclear
waste There hase been six low -les el
nuclear waste dumps in the .country ,
and half of these hase alreads been
forced to close because of leaking
radioactise cdntamination into the
soil and water. A low -le-sel nuclear
waste dump does not mean a low
lesel of danger
Maine Yankee generates 99 percent
of all the low -loci nuclear waste in
Maine. The other I percent comes
iron) hospitals, research and
. academic institutions, and the Kittery
Nasal Shipyard Since the Nasal -
-waste is military in nature. Si is the
responsibility of the federal gosern-
ment. not Maine The remainder of
this waste would not require a nuclear -
dump in Maine, since (is er 98 percent
of it is no longer radioactise within
two years. (In 1986. the amount of
curies generated by these fac.(ilies
was zero.)
Because Maine Yankee makes 99
percent of Maines low les el nuclear
waste, if we stop Maine N Attlee from
making anymore nuclear waste., we
will not need a low les el nuclear waste
dump in Maine
nuclear waste Most people don't
know that one hallo( t he electricity
produced at Maine gets shipped right
out of stare to out-of-state
like Boston Edison. Connecticut
Light and Power. Public Sersice
Conan s of New Hampshire, Cat-
tral errnont Public Service, and a '-
number of others
Half-of all Maine- Yankee's elec-
tricity gets shipped out of state, but
we in Maine are forced to tett, all of
Maine Yankee's nuclear waste right
here to dump somewhere in the state.
Is that a fair trade?
A
nuclear waste dump in 
Mainewould hase a negatise
impact on agriculture Would
produce markets nationwide want to
bus potatoes from "nuclear dump
country"
A nuclear waste dump in Maine
would have a neiatise impact on
business • Would iprospeetive
businesses be eager to locate new
facilities near a nuclear waste dump?
What would happen to real estate
values?
Would hunters and fishermen want
to. roam our forests, streams and
lakes if -they had to Worry about
whether the game they caught could
pass the geiger counter test'
How would our tourist industry,
fare it "Vacationland" became
••Radiationland"? Who would want
to va..ation in' a state that had a
nuclear waste dump? Not only-would
-tourists stay away, but many
families., particularly younger
families would be forced to Mose
away because of concerns for the
health and safety of their children
Nuclear waste, and the dumps it re-
quires. offers no benefits for the peo-
ple of Maine
. , If we do not stop Maine Yankee
from making more nuclear waste, we
will be forced to put a low -kvel-waste
dump somewhere in the state of
, -Maine— __, ,: If we 'don't send the DOE a clear 1
nd responsible message that we 
willsnot 
 '
take a nuclear waste dump. and
The benefits of nuclear waste?
The argument that Maine Yankee
benefits the state of Maine is bogus
because it doesn't speak to the real
issue of the referendum. which is
we will not make the nuclear ssaste
which requires a nuclear waste dump.
then we arc one of the most likely
targets for the nation's first high-level
nuclear waste dump. .
No escape from nuclear waste
This is a nuclear waste referendum
There is no way the nuclear,waste in
dustrs in Maine can escape from this
issue because the-s can't deny the
truth nuclear power pla-nts make
nuclear waste, and nuclear waste
must ha-se nuclear waste dumps
Instead, the nuclear waste inslustrs
is attempting to lure people's con
cans away from nuclear waste to
issues which arc not csen -on the
ballot. and they are getting a stagger
mg amount of help in their attempt
to escape the real issue. This help is
coming from their allies, the nuclear
waste producers in other states.
As of Juls It, 1987, Maine
Yankee's phony front group, Citizens
Against the Shutdown of Maine
Yankee (which ha--s since undergone
a number of name changes in an ef-
fort to keep ahead of its own un-
popularity reported ..ontributions
totalling SI 1million (The M1sIRCja
being outspent i with its own con-
tributions totalling only S300,000.1
M
aine Yankee has revealed
that its campaign money
comes from its
shareholders. and since half of its
shareholders are out-of-state utilities.
that Means that half its campaign is
being financed by the. ouf-of-state
utilities
It is not surprising, really, that
these out of-slate nuclear waste pro-
ducers are interested in defeating the
people of Maine in this referendum
They need a place to dump their
nuclear waste_ And even name impor-
tantly, if the peoplit of Marne are able
to take control of their own future Iss
voting down the production of more
nuclear waste, Just think what this
could mean for the future:of nuclear
waste producers in other state.'
The stakes are high for the nuclear
waste industry What we do in Maul
is being watched nationwide bY
nuclear waste producers and concern-
ed citizens es err.. here But the stakes
arc escn higher for all of us in Maine
who want to preserse our land, our
resources and our heritage There is
no escape from nuclear waste except
to stop making it
0(1obef /5, /air
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Rebuttal
Thc Maine NuclearReferendum Committeecontinues to fly in the face Qf
' the facts.
The federal law directing the U S
Department of Energy to find an,
1 astern nuclear waste repositon sasio
hot hong about the °mat ton or non-
operation of a nuclear plant Bon C.
Busche, Office of Cis than Radioac
tie Waste Management said in a let
ter to the Maine l_egislatise (ommit-
tee on •Utilities•
"There is no relationship between
locations of nuclear power plants, the
spent fuel they produce, and the
ultimate selection of a -site for a se-
cond geologic ,repottoty__
A premature shutdown of Maine
Yankee would not affect the siting
process associated with the
Crystalline Repository Program in
an) was."
I he referendum, can send no message
to the 1. S Department of 1-nergs
. The Maine. Nlickar Referendum
Committee" empty jesture can well
cost Maine rate pasers S410,(X)0 per
day_ for replacement energy
-
1” Prof. Richard C. Hill
The statement that the need tor a
low kvel site disappears if Maine.
Yankee is shut down is wrong. The
decomissioning (now or in . the year
2008) will result in 500.000 cubic feet
of one-time low lesel- waste .- This will
he the responsibility of Maine or a
group (it states cooperating with
Maine.
The Maine Nuclear Referendum
Committee's comment that half of
Maine Yankee energy leases the state.
is correct: but we import almost as
much from, Canada and Southern
Ness England—Much of it nuclear.
This is Just sound utility practio'
improse the reliability of the entire"'
system. It is also true that the "Yes
on One" committee is spending a lot
of money. It is cottly to get some
light through the smoke screen of-The
Maine Nuclear Referendum and their
responsible TV spots. Much is at
stake
Replacement power for all of •
Maine Yankee can well cost over a
million dollars a day.
The Unisersity of Maine electric
hill is oser a milliOndollars a year—a
shutdown of Maine Yankee means
higher tuition bills
bY Prof. Rkhard C. Hill
,
'This No.ember..„,,„ will
decide whether Maine Yankee
will continue to provide us
with reliable, low-cost electricity or
will he completely closed Just a few
months after the election
Maine voters should not be fooled
by the deceptive claims and scare tac-
tics used by those who want to close
Maine Yankee 
,
The premature closing of Maine —
Yankee proposed by the Nov. 3 shut:
down referendum would be drastic,
unnecessary and extremely costly--
and would hase no positise effects on
the .nuclear waste issues that are of
concern to all responsible people
( (Insider the following
Maine 1 ankee is our state's
largest source of electricil,.
It pros ides about one-quarter of
the electricity used in Southern and
Central Maine and nearly one-half of
the electricits in Aroostook County
It has been bperating safely and
reliably For more than 114 years
The options for replacing
Mi4ine Yankee's electricity are
limited and expensive.
( onscrsation is not a feasible
short-term alternatise for replacing
one-quarter of the state's electric-its.
Increasing our imports of Canadian
electricity or building new in-state
electricity plants both insolse
regulatory procedures and major
construction activities that could not
hc_icumpleted until the mid-1990s.
0 sr the next five years, theprimary replacementwould he electricity from
oil-fired plants. primarily burning-im-
ported foreign oil.
. The 1973 Arab oil embargo and
the more recent es ents in the Persian
Gulf indicate how foolhardy it would
" be to increase our dependence on this
unreliable source.. - . ' - _
And, electricity generated by ad is
two to three times more expensive
than Maine Yankee's electricity esen
at the relatisels low oil prices seen
earlier this year.
In fact, all of the feasible short-
and long-terrn replacement sources
would be at least, two to four times
more experisise than Maine Yankee's
electricity. The 1986 Shutdown
. Assessment prepared by the State
Planning Office, Office of Energy
Resources, and Public Adsocate con-
cluded that Maine consumers would
be likely to pay about $2 billion more
for replacement power if Maine
ankec were closed.
Closing Maine 1 ankee would
also force increases in stale in-
come taxes and local property
taxes.
If Maine Yankee were closed as .a
result of the referendum. Maine tax-
payers could be held liable for com-
pensating the plant's owners. The
state's Shutdown Assessmen1 con-
cluded that the likely compenkation
debt would be about $2 billiori -- and
could reach $1 4 billion
C
losing Maine N nakee would
hurt Maine's °serail economy
and job market. Higher elec-
tricity rates would increase the costs
of goods and sers ices to Marne con-
sumers, make Maine companies less
competitisc, and could force the clos-
ing of many local employers who are
already struggling to make ends meet.
According to the Shutdown ,4ssess•
men:, between 1,000 and 1,8(X) lobs
would be lost due to closing Maine
Yankee.
11111111P.
401
('losing. Maine Yankee would
hase no effect on the U.S.,
Department of Energy's selec-
tion of a site for a high-level
nuclear waste repository.
Federal law requires the DOE 10'
ild the nation's ftest—ingh-levet
repository in the western United
States by 1998 and identify a poten-
tial site for a second repository in the
eastern U.S. (though, according to
the DOE, a second repository won't
be needed). Under federal law, the
major determining factor in DOE's
siting decision is the geological
suitability of the cite. Past and ongo-
ing studies strongly indicate that there
are no suitable sites for a high-level
repository in Maine.
--The-presence of a nuclear plant in
a state is not --a_ factor in the federal
law or regulations controlling DOE's
siting decision.
In fact, two of the top five states
being considered -for the nation's
first high-lesel repository - Nevada
and Utah — do not have ans nuclear
plants.
Closing Maine Yankee would
not eliminate Maine's need to
deselop a loss-level waste
Federal law requires all states to
develop their own diipOsal facilities
for low-level wastes by the
mid-1990s.
There are more than 30 sources of
low lesel wastes in Maine besides-
Maine Yankee. These other sources
— which include the Kittery Naval
Shipyard, the University of Maine,
the Maine Medical Center, Jackson
laboratory, and the Foundation for
Blood Research — will continue to-
ate-low level wastes whether or
not Maine Yankee is closed.
F
uthermore. the bverwhelming
majority of the low -lesel wastes
from Maine Yankee will be
created at the time when the plant is
retired and dismantled, or "decom-
missioned." The low level wastes
generated over the course of a Year
at Maine Yankee (largels made up of
paper, clothing, and other materials
used during normal plant operation)
equal only about 1 percent of the low -
lesel wastes that will be generated
when the plant is closed.
In short, closing Maine Yankee in
1988 would just create the majority
of-Maine Yankee's low-level wastes
_
alMost immediately rat her than in the
2008, svhen-the_plant is scheduled to
be retired.
And, when the state does develop
a low-level *waste facility, it can't be
forced on any- Maine town. State law
provides for local control over this
siting decision, by requiring that
more than 60 percent of the local
voters approve.
We believe that when voters
understand the facts, they'll vote
"yes" . .to keep Maine Yankee's
electricity.
Rebuttal
P
cople toi Maine Yankee's
Nuclear Waste (or whatever
they are calling themselves
this week) art unable to address the
actual question on the ballot this
Nosember, the question of whether
or not we want to allow Maine
Yankee to make more nuclear waste.
Notice, for eiample, how all of
Prof. Hill's arguments focus on the
alleged costs of closing Maine
"Yankee. Wouldn't it be interesting if
he would put his efforts into coming
up with some "facts" about the costs
of having a nuclear waste dump in
the state? Could he tell us with as
much bravado what the price would
be of building and maintaining high
and low loci nuclear waste dumps in
Maine" The costs of additional
highway construction and main -
t &mance to insure safe (lasers of the
tcn truckloads a day of nuclear waste
across the state to the dump sites?
The cost to property owners when the
dumps esentually leak? The cost of
lost agricultural markets, tourism,
hunting and fishing revenues and
by Nancy Dudley
plummeting real estate values1_-----
Hill's "figures— don't speak to the
costs of continuing-t6 make nuclear
waste and beibg forced to hase a
nuclear 'waste dump in Maine
Neither do his "figures" speak to the
costs of nuclear waste to our children
for generations and generations to
come: our children will have to bear
the price of a nuclear waste dump for
centuries without ever getting one
kilowat of the electricity., Hasing a
nuclear waste dump in Maine will be
like taking out a 10,000 year mor-
tgage on a house that. remains
habitable for only thirty years. Our
children will pas and pay and pay,'
and for what 7 Talk about expensive!!
When we vote "NO" on Question
-1 in November, we will eliminate the
wed for a low lesel nuclear. waste
dump in Maine and send a clear
message to the Federal gmernment
and the nuclear waste industry about
their proposed high lesel nuclear
waste dump and the nuclear waste
which makes it necessary: we won't
make it and we won't take it!
October /3. /Aft- pare 5
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The Inspectors: Band wi
The Inspectors are on the edge
Behind them is the enjos able. safe
club circuit, which in the last few
years has certainls brought them
fame, if not fortune_
Ahead lies the relatisc unknown of,
the real world-the music world, into
. .
which their • forthcoming album is
about to be thrust. The circuit route
here too, 4 just Isn't as eas) to see
behind all the lights and glitter of
stardom.
The Inspectors were at the Bear's
Den last month, and VERBATIM
music editor knth Brann had a
chance to talk to keyboardict and
roup leader (son of) Bob Colwell
before, in berretta and after their
Sets.
let's start at the beginning. with
the origin of The Inspectors
The Inspectbrs ,4crc tormed in
1984 from two other bands which
had recentls split up. (Net (Holmes).
Craig (Record). and Tim(Leighton)
had been in Cat's Eye, and I was in
The Radiators with MN brother Pat
Why did the two bands break up?
Thee was a power struggle going -4.
on in Cat's Eye with the lead singer
wanting full control and all the fame
When she didn't get it she quit. tak
ing her husband, the group's
kcyboardist, with her. About the
h a future
#
ee
0.
gib • • II • • •
• % a
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The lompaieloes so stage.
Deetelhe the mew sound.
B&B Rock •n•Roll
I assume you do this full time.
es.
How many alights a week do sou
pin,
v% c erage 4 or 5 nights a week
- 4 Of 5 shows a week means that
you're on the road a lot sod base
pleats of free time. How do you oc-
_funs it?
Basketball. We arc basketball
fanatics.
We have a lot of faith in our music, and
I think that comes" across.'
same time things started to fizzle out
with The Radiators, so when I heard
about the opening with these guys. I
joined
As lead singer?
No, as a guitarist actually We
didn't real! nerd a lead singer since
each of us sang the sonis ihat fit our
oke• he'.:
sour manager. Mark [Alum.. was
kind enough to send me some press
clippings and stuff on sou gu.• and
read where the name, The Inspe•
I im • daughter's idea,
piens socnoti%. hun. That NAN ac-
tually her second choice. the first one
...was The Party Man, or something
tikisthat.
Kith the new line-ap and name
came a New sound as welt. w h...
Well. Cat's Eye, since it had a
female lead, played a lot of female
oriented music Pat Benny-. The
Pretenders, and things like that, as
well as Journey. and Foreigner:
When we maned ur as The Inspec-
tors, we wanted to be different, not
 just o-oars-Cat's-tyt
Plus those guys were kind of sick
'of playing that stuff anyways. and
wanted to try something new
We play when net we an where
net we can
%here do your travels take sou'
We go escry ss here. ‘ermofit.
Quebec. Hal: f ax . Boston. Nant k .
all oser New England.
Does the hood base a home port.
so to speak?
-R.i.haers" in Augusta
The Inspector. bloc an album out.
Let's talk about that.
Oh yes. Our %cry first album It's
celled "Her" - it's all original
material and we're • cry excited about
It'
%hen will it be out?
I'm not sure, we're mixing it now
SO it should be out by late October.
in finer record stores everrithcre•
What does it sous/ like?'
Oh God. it sounds like us. I don't
know. I guess if I had to. I would say
it sounds a bit like t tole Feat. only
more danceable and less southern.
There's some old Joe Jackson in
there possibty. am) maybe a little -
Graham Parker. It's tough to say
.rcelly.„every_song is different. We'll
play some of the songs tonight and
sou can decide
W hen did you recordji?
October I!. NI'
photo b. Suomi Milk
W'e recorded it this past summer at
the Treefrog Studio in Hollis. Maine
Thes ha% c a great sixteen track studio
there
Ihd the hand take time off to
record'
Oh no, we can't afford that' No.
we squeezed it in around our playing
schedule, which is why we hasen't
finished it yet That and it isn't cass
to get studio time
Who is the chief songwriter?
Me, I wrote all the songs on the
album escept "Can't Feel Our
Love." which Tim wrote.
How do you go about writing
soup?
I get most of my material from two
Areas. I like to write about topical
subjects that I see on the news.
although I'm not so interested in the
politics that the news is filled with
I concentrate more on the human
aspect
.And of course I ri rite, from per-
sonal experiences as well 1 hose are
the toughest to separate sound(
from later
%%hat about the music?
I write different songs on different
instruments.  _Sometimes; there's
something in my head- and other
times there's nothing in my .head
(Laughs)
'relaxation -downtime in a computer
sense. •
Is it danceable?.-
1, en MUNh so. vers much so. It's
NfiN fast paced Then there's "Duck
And Cover.- This was the name of
gosernrnent training him sent to
__dementary schools in the 1960s to
show kids what' to do in caat of a-
nUclear attack. It's a tongue-in-cheek
look at a pints black subject. The
--goifonment has a great potential for
funny songs. We'se made it into a
dance, instead of doing the " Twist,
do the "Duck And Cos er ."
Amy chaste **Duck And ('over
will sweep the nation?
One can onl% hope. What else did
I want to mention. oh yes. "There
Goes The Neighborhood." This is
about the Philadelphia survivalist
bombing a couple of years ago that
resulted in forty blocks burning
down_ It's written from the stand•
point of a local, who is upset by the
sursivalists moving in and sass
figuratisely "There - goes the
neighborhood." Later he says it
literally
How's the beat?
It's got a medium tempo grind. an
R&B beat. I)as id Wakefield plays
saxophone
A not her song • • W or Id • s Apart."
is about monk in lose who are
separated due to circumstances
besond then control It's set's mclon-
choly. less BAB than the othus. The
last song on the album is "Call Me
Up." It's an old Radiators tune that
we do a capeila. Just %own and hand
claps.
It ith that Bob joined the rest of
the band in setting up and launched
into the first set Ile was right about
-
1)0b.ritime.- it was the fastest song
The Inspectors placed all night 14-4.
(wormied alter the second set
W hat else would you like to so,
about the album?
We recorded it be, that is
,-eserybods was in the studio plasijig
at the same time
%by is that important?
It goes 'a song a lot more energy
with cseryone there at once, pushing
each other to be better "Hey!" is a
c
If people a-it'edance to it, it's useless?
heneser that happens. I just
pound away onwhateser it is I'm
• playing until I get something. ant:t
I get a grixise, I put it on cassette and
play it in the car a few times.
Sometimes I show it to the guys like
that or I might come in with a finish
ed demo
let's discuss some of the songs.
"Downtime" is a good place to
• start
It's an exercise in double, triple,
and quadruple entendres. It's about
sets complex album with many dif-
ferent sounds, lots of harmony, and
plenty of backing %mats Slaggie (her
professional naniel did a lot of the
backing socals "
Hew many albums would yoga's
to sell?
As mans as possible, but I think
we'll be happy with a few thousand,
sshich should ioser the costs of the
album.
The goal of this albuni is not to
Fror
He mixes the studies of ancien
cisilizattons and the moderi
teamology of computers into his dai
• I) life.
"(The ancients) laced a lot of th
stupid things we do today," tat,
• Dr. George Markowsks. a Cnivetsi
ts of Maine professor, and chair, o
the Computer Science. Markowsk
IIISO is adviser to the Classics Cluh
He said that he enjoys learnin
about earlier civilizations becaus.
ihey include - a history o
mathematics. "The problems o
computing are ancient." be said
• 
_Markowsky, a former resident o
-New York City, majored . 11
mathematics at Columbia Universi
.ty He revel% cd his doctorate at Hai
vard-Uniscruits before-he began hi
10-year tenure At Internationd
Business Machines Corp.
He worked in IBM's research di.'
sion. which concentrated on et
perimenting with thc theoretica
possibilities of computers
- -tine of his major projects, he said
was a s oice-cont rolled 'computer tel
minal designed especially to
quadraplegics His purpose was ti
simplify the keyboard's operations
a was that ever) computer use
would benefit
"If you do it right, then es cry bod
wins," Tie said
And the Ahcss etc often arc easy t,
accomplish. Marko% sky said
•Sortin me, you don't need Bus.l
" leers solutions "
%%tole researching sokx-controllo
trhputers. Siarkoss sky had to us
other computer brands because IBN
did not hayc the necessary equip
ment But when the I13N1 persona
cortiputets were introduced, he ha,
to learn how the use them
The result, he said, was "A Con
prehensiye Guide to the IBM Pet
sonal t'omputer.". -
The book, which Matkowsk
decribed as being on the intermediat
Incl, took him almost three years t
write. Much of that time he %per
learing the ins and outs of the IB!)
Pt
Continued from page 6
make a lot tit filmic). although tha
would be nice Its maim reason
recognition. •
_ We're at a, point now where w
have to decide whether we want ti
play in bars for the rest of the way
which we greatly enjoy, gr take step
toward becoming a "major league'
hand Seseral Maine radio station
fuse expressed interest in playing ou
songs, and WIGS might do a II%
broadcast from "RAkhael's."
Hopefully this will allow us t
work more original material into ou
shows. And with any luck, this wi
get us a real record deal.
With a major label?
Yes. The president of Atlanti
Records has heard some rough demi
and is very interested to hear
finished product.
There are a few others as well, tit
Atlantic 11 the higgesT..;-We !lase a h
of faith in our music and I think t hi
comes across
.` October It, 19it'
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From IBM
He mixes the studies of ancient
cisilizations and the modern
teamology of computers into his dai-
ly life.
"(The ancients) faced a lot of the
stupid things we do today," 'aid
- .Dr. George Markowsky. a Universi-
ty of Maine professor. and chair of..
the Computer Science. Markowsky
'also is adviser to the Classics Club.
He said that he enjoys learning
about earlier civilizations because
they 1 include a history of
mathematics. "The. problems .of
computing are ancient." he said:
Atarkowsky, a former resident of-
New York Coy, majored ,in
mathematics at Columbia Unisersi-
ts lie received his doctorate at liar
Yard- University before-he began his
10-year tenure At International
Business Machines Corp
Ile worked in IBM's resear..h dist--
mon, whih concentrated on ex-
perimenting with the theoretical
possibilities of computers
:7-Om ill his major projects, he said.
• was. voice-cent rolled Computer ter -
moat designed especially for
quadraplegics His purpose was to •
simplity the kcs•board's operations in
a was that every computer. user
would henct it
"If you do it right, then eserybOdy
wins." tic said.
And thearitwers often are easy to
. accomplish. Markowsky said.
"Sometimes you don't need Buck
" liters solutions "
While researching soice-controlled
alriputers. ‘larkoss sky had to use
other computer brands because IBM
did not hasc the necessary equip
Meru But when the IBM personal
cs-ooputers vivre introduced, he had •
to learn how the use them
The result, he said; was "A Com-
prehensive Guide to the IBM Per-
sonal Computer:— -
_._ The -book, which Markowsky__
• decribed as being on the intermediate
lescl, took him almost three years to
write. Much of that time he spent
tearing the ins and outs of the IBM
PC
to UMaine
BY JANINE PINE°
Dr George Markowsky
He plans to t inish an'introductory
edition within the next year — if he
is able to keep abreast of thc rapid
changes in the personal computer
"Irs a big challenge keeping up
with things," he said. And he
doesn't want the book to be "just
purely-Cookbook (with) hit this but-
ton, hit this button ... . --
Markowsky left IBM ipour years
ago, about the same time his book
came out "Mostly, I got tired of
photo by John Baer
working with my 300.000 friends,"
he said.
"1 felt a deterioration in the overall
atmosphere The-I43-M management
even conttolled bulletin board notices
— it didn't allow any postings from
outside the corporation."
• Markowsky said he prefers the
freedom at the university. He. can
• write a program anti give it to peo-
ple who need it.
• ' "You can have the greatest inven-
• tion in the world" but if it doesn't
_ 
.
reach the public, it won't do anyone
any good.
"I'd take a university over.a cor-
poration any.- day, he said" -
At. the University or. Mame,
Markowsky became the Computer
Science Department chair. "It's not
dull." he said. "All sorts of crises
come up."
• "I try to do my serious work ton 
the computers) at home in the morn-
ing" because a high level of concen-
tration is necessary, he said:
One of the classes Markowsky in-
structs .is an introductory personal
computer class — COS 100. "We
(the department) felt it was our
responsibility,to serve most people"-
through COS. 100, he said.
The course is designed to explain
.personal computers and programs to
people who ordinarily would not take
indepth computer courses.
Markowsky said he would not be sur-
prised if some of his students were 80
years old.
"Some people are petrified," he
said. "It's a very shocking ex-
perience."
To relieve some of the tension,
Markowsky uses cartoons that depict
common problems discovered by
most computer users.
And the cartoons also help to
alleviate some problems with atten-
tion spans: "When you have a large
class ... you have to do more to keep
people's interest up," he said.
, Markowsky said he "supposed" he
was funny, but that his "students
delll always _think so."
Besides enjoying cartoons and the
Classics Club. he said, he also enjoys
playing volleyball. Last year, he said.
the computer -science department
team, AVT, was the intramural
champion.
AVT, he said with a smile, stands
tor "a Volleyball team."
Continued from page 6
make a lot ot mono. alt .hough that
would be nice Its main reason
recognition.
We're at a.point now where we.
have to decide whether we want to 7
play in bars for the rest of the way,
which we greatly en,jolf.w take .steps
toward becoming a "major league"
band. Seseral Maine radio stations
have expressed interest in playing our
songs, arid WIGY might do a live .
broadcast from "Rachael's."
Hopefully. this will allow us to
work more original material into our -
shows. And with any luck, this will
get us a real record deal.
With a major label?
Yes. the president- of Atlantit
Records has heard some rough demos
and is scry interested to hear the
finished product.
There are a few others as well, but
Atlantic is the higgesTWe have a lot
of faith in our music encl.! think that
comes across
It was rime for the third set, and
this time the crowd was into the
11114Sii as much' as the hand. The In-
spectors finished the show with "Call -
Me Up" which, despite its lack of
accompaniment, had
everybody dancing.
The show as whole was a barn
burner. From start to finish, the hand
tore through its material with more
energy than ans. hand I've seen since
The J. ,Geds Band (before they broke
&los.
Oil' the show we talked a bit
more as the band dismantled the set.
Do you guys ever get sick of play-
ing night after night?
les, sometimes
(bassist Dick Holmes) It heats sit-
ting around watching TV, and it
beats a real job
How do you figure out the lyrics
of some of your cosers7
We listen real hard, and if that
doesn't work,lyi fake it. What hap-
pens is we'll use words that sound
similar to the ones we can't get.
%% hat do you think of the state of
top 40 radio today?
It's real had, much more so than
three or four sears ago.-
- Wick Holmes) It's going ack to
dis,co.
How important is andk.nce mood?
A good audience means a great
show. .
When are you coming back?
We'll be back here October 23 at
Lengyel Gym.
-- -Give me a quick impression of
thew bands: RI.M.
Vneri,a's U2
The Smiths.
i'm not very familiar with The
Smiths.
I know their lead singer is quite
opinionated
The Replacements.
Pretty hip.
U2.
They're a lot more-homogenized
_ now, less innosative.
--Xi* last comments about The
Inspectors?
We're a bar band, if people can't
dance to it, it's useless
• 91e.1‘-a s—a4.9 I 6-94,1CW-44-W3leiC.46-44.910C-64-W.91,20-64--enu.--3
DeGrasse Jewelers
5 Mill Street
866-4032
Store Hours
Mon-Fri 9-6, Sat 9-4
Silver & Gold for all occasions
trA..ve...-4010t..se...."0161X..ve...Yri I Cre...9 e...yre I M." e.."fhleleiiii
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Continuod from pogo 3
around next and drop each of us a
barrel, the tractor would start up and
then the fun was over
The diggerman, as we called the
man who drove the tractor, would
_aerie to have just passed by when thc
clanging of the lags would creep up
on me again, leaving me four rows to
pick up instead of two.
Potato picking was hard work-
esen for 10-year-old kids. But the fun
was kid's work.
Lunchtime brought rotten potato
' fights, ticket switching on barrels and
planting lunches in the paths of bar-
rel trucks. We had bonfires and sing--
a-longs and sat between the undug
rows exchanging lunches and telling
jokes until the tractor started up
again and it was back to work.
The days were long and tiresome
and five o'clock nes er came soon
enough for any of us, hut the ex-
perience, something that was
unknown to us then, was well worth
1--
1 As kids, the little bit that we earn-
ed in three short weeks was usually
spent on new clothes for school,
payments to Dad for a mini bike or
down filled coats for the upcoming
cold winter months. As we got older.,
more money could be earned for
driving truck_ working in potato
houses and working longer hours on
the harvester.
We were teenager's playing grown-
up games as we learned to case our
pennies for that one thing that we
dreamed about all year
Harvest time in the County taught
us values and a sense of responsibili-
ty that we, couldn't have gotten
‘• anywhere 4w-fifty cents a barrel
probably wasn't much, and the
quarter our parents receised when
- 
thes were kids wasn't a lot either. hut
Hours 10-5
Mastercard/Visa
(Color Me Cotton)
(Sale now in progress)
Tapestries
Scarves
Jackets
Dresses
Skirts
Blouses
Sashes & China shoes
His & Her sweaters
PRE
SEASON
Over 72 Alpine Packages
ALPINE SKIING
SA10E—wHis Is OUR l•RGIST
Pitt Si•SON S•LI
/7:1
GEZ.E. /;:(-  ELNINI
Tris Lawif Sefocrtorf of 5C L.
39 Cross Country PfCA•ge.
CROSS COUNTRY
Touts) Tarp Ski $25000 l'ecrk, Tourtng Ski 595 00
Gear 929 Binding 00 t44.eet•rog B 5003
Mowning Astro Boot 1 00' 7Smm Binotine 12 00
Ticno Stair Pots 00 rEirsi Poi* 15 00
Mounting - 5500 Mount , 7 50
Mot Wax & Encino* 20 00 , ._— Mot Was 150
iNbMOuAL PRIG 1.495 OD INDIVIC),:-4 CMCE $583 00
Floguir Paohasti Puce .1129419 - • 199fulor Pschage Pnes 419-111
Aidr SKYR CB
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL • TYROLIA 490RD $8995
• • •
TONE-UP SPECIAL 14.95 THRU OCT. 31st
This Year's Fashions On Sale At 10% Off!
Last Year's Clothing On Sale At 500/0 Off!
PARKAS- B1BS--SWEATERS--SHELLS--T-SHIRTS- HATS GLOVES
4.tht Hanger
Tel 945-6474
OPEN
MON SAT 10-6
FRI 'Til 8 %Joint %quart Rangy! Main. (1S1 I
we were proud Of-every barrel we-
filled.
Aroostook roads are little tra el-
'ed.' but during the fail harvest they
carry carasans of farm trucks
through beautiful country. This time
of year is appreciated because the
111•••
Sun Tanning Spacials
3 visits $9.99
8 visits $23 99
40 visits $10000
Alus,• SI OFF .itident hair cuts
deep green summers quickly become
arctic winters
Towards the end of fall. the once
,---_-eolestfal leases begin to drop from the
limbs of the trees and small
snowdrifts wait in fence corners on-
ly a few feet away.
Southern Styles
Unisex Hairstyling
Southern Sun
Tanning Salon
We create that ultimate hairstyle
and the perfect year-round tan
with a touch of class
Perms $5 OFF
Open till 9 p m Tues • Thurs.
till 8 p m on- Sat
Open Sun 1.5 p.m.
For Tanning Only
I Street 0:01a: z_C_al taor_afp_ortt_ritiirit2„:9781_
4 Sat 9-2
ed..> sows...e 410..sy •••,,r diikap-0.3r
Orono Floral Boutique
le!. All Things Bright and Beautiful
ic Plants, Imported Roses, and a
large variety of fresh '.silk and
dried Flowers
Hours
Von- 9-6 Free Delivery
' Fri 9-8 38 .tfain Street. Orono
866-355 7
What's New
at
PETTY'S LkJ
PIZZA?
otad 154
Music Night Every Thursday 7-10 p.m.
This Thurs. (Oct. 15th) Singer Guitar Player
Jim Marna
Petty's! For great pizza, -Calzones,
subs, sandwiches, nacho's, beer &
wine and NOW-.LIVE MUSIC!
So for Good Tunes & Good Food clip out
this coupon and come check us out.
154 PARK STREET.
rAcross From Thriftwayl 866-5505
For Pickup or Fast Delivery
Open 4-11 SUN-THURS, 4-1 FRI & SAT
I s.
i ‹i•-)
t
: ‘,...."
.00 OFF
Any In House Pizza
With This Coupon Offer Good Until 10125/87
!Ate Darlv tfurne Campus. Thursday.
Access to t
To the editor:
1 he life of a physically
challenged (handicapped) stu-
, dent is very arduous and trying.
Accessibility to campus
buildings has improved greatly
due to -the efforts- of the
members of the Handicap Ad-
visory. Committee. As many of
us_ can see there is massive con-
, strnction under way which will
provide access to a great
number of buildings on
campus
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Pride asich
To the editor:
I ha-se been reading the inter-
change between Ms Murphy
and the greek sisters and would
like to add the following:
Ms Dutton — I don't think
anyone questions the pride you
and Ms. Morrow Kase in your
greet( affiliation. What we
question is your lack of con-
sideration to others when stu-
dying a place destgnate.d as
quiet libraries have always
been a place where sery little
was said and when you did
speak, you whispered.
I don't know enough about
reek history to know why thes
were established but I do know
that
cusp
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and
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There are
To the editor
I heard on a radio talk show
recently that the petroleum and
nuclear industries can get all
kinds of loans for research and
des elopment while alternatise
energy requests for funding are
usually turned down. Too
risky... or could it be who's in
control?
Back in 1879 when homes
were lit bs gas lamp do you
think the gas utility was thrill-
ed to see the insention of the
light bulb?
The nuclear industry just
aboi
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Hooters cc
To the editor:
So what can I say? The
Hootets were a smash on
Thursday night!
I'd like to take the time to , cha
thank Mike Scott and all the A
other viudetiis involved. many
of whom solunteered up to 18
non-stop hours on Thurs., for
making the concert a success.
.A1 huge thank you also goes
to the university employees who
spent their time to ensure that
the show went on
Dave Fielder, on his own
time, was there to protect the'
electrical system. All the fire-7
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Response
Access to university buildings can be hard
To the editor:
The life of a physically
challenged (handicapped) stu-
dent is )ery arduous and trying.
Accessibility to campus
buildings has improved greatly
due to t he efforts- of the
members of the Handicap Ad-
visory Committee. As many of
us can see there is massive con-
.struction under way which will
provide access to ii great
number of buildings on
campus
Pride
o the editor.
But what good is access if
there is
attitude?
not a change in
With professors' offices inac-
cessible. exams arc given in
hallways with pedestrian traffic
causing a great amount of
distractions and interference to
the test taker. Great conditions
to work under to try and make
the grade'
Or how about the professor
who teaches in an auditorium
and places tfic notes and
diagrams at the other end of the
board, km:* ing you cannot
see, the professor yells across
the room, "Oh, if you cam see
this, it says...-.
Dear professor, what about
all those diagrams? I wonder if
the professor would mind me
*heeling my chair back and
forth so I may gather notes?
The most distressing position
to be in is to need toilet facilities
and the only ones to be found
within your classroom building
arc inaccessible. So you must
go to another building on
campus.
To students, I say please ac-
cept, your fellow physically
challenged student as they -Ate
your equal Do not be frighten-
ed for ydu cannot contract their
disorder. A person's physical
capacity does not reflect their
intellectual capabilities. A
physically challenged individual
tends not to request assistance
as they are stroggling to retain
their independence
However, if everyone were to
_ pUsh in a chair or hold an oc-
cassional door for a passerby
the pathways would be easier to
tr as el.
Whether or not assistance iv
requested — if assistance is seen
to be needed by any person,
assistance should be rendered
merely for the fact it is the
humanitarian thing to do.
When people licalit people
for their capabilities and not
capacity then shall a great
change be noticed in the world.
Theresa M. Pimental
aside', library is a place for quiet study
1 ha-ic been reading the inter-
bange between Ms. Murphy
and the greek sisters and would
like to add the following:
_ Ms. Dutton — I don't think
anyone questions the pride you
and Ms. Morrow hase in your
greek affiliation. What we
question is your lack of con-
sideration to others when stu-
dying In s place designated as
quiet I ibraries hase always
been a place where sery little
was said and when you did
speak, you whispered.
I don't know enough about
greek history to know why they
were established but I do know
that greek societies hase been
suspended from unisersities
and colleges, charters revoked
and other disiplinars action
taken because of unacceptably
low GPA's as a group.
Are you aware, Ms. Dutton,
that no college on this campus
will admit you with a GPA".
lower than 2.0 and the College
of Business Administration will
not admit you unless_yoor CiPA
is 2.5 or greater?
Your comment on who an
employer would rather hire "a
woman with good study skills_
or a confident woman who
possesses experience in leader-
ship, the ability to com-
municate and deal with others
effectively and pride in her col-
legiate accomplishments, both
academic and extra cur-
ricular?" was very good Who
wrote it for you?
It implies that only greeks
can be, confident women with
all those skills. All of the greek
women I've met spend their
time communicating to get
others to do their work so they
can spend their time doing
other things.
I aches — I have listened to
some of the conversations that
go on in the library on the third
floor and can assure eseryone
there is nothing academic about
these comera tions.
They arc c icns ersattims about
There are safe alternatives
To the editor
I heard on a radio talk show
recently that the petroleum and
nuclear industries can get all
kinds of loans for research and
development, while alternative
energy requests for funding are
usually turned down. Too
risks or could it be who's an
control?
Back in 1879 when homes
were lit by gas lamp do you
think the gas utility was thrill-
ed to see the insention of the
light bulb?
The nuclear industrs Just
about has a monopoly on the
production of electricity in the
state of Maine. We're told by
the people controlling the
switch that there are "No safe
alternatives."
Do you really believe this?
I'm not an energy expert, but
some things are very clear. If
Maine only uses 50 percent of
the power produced at Maine
Yankee Nuclear Power Plant
then right off the bat Maine
could cut kilowatt production
in half if we only worried about
our own- need and not the need
of- the New England Power
Pool
Isn't that a great start?
There are energy saving light
bulbs and appliances that, if
promoted, would cut the
kilowatt need some more.
There are small hydro plants
already in existence in Maine
that, without major en-
vironmental disruption, could
cut the_ kilowatt need even
more. Before you know it if.
Maine people really put their'
minds to it, there wouldn't be
a need for the Maine Yankee
Nuclear Power Plant.
New jobs would be created
by new business endeasors,
people would be insenting, con-
Hooters concert was great_
To the editor.
So what can 1 say? The
Hooters were a smash on
Thursday night!
I'd like to take-the time to ,
thank Mike Scott and all the
other studefus involved, many
of whom volunteered up to 18
non-stop hours on Thurs., for
making the concert a success.
6 huge thank you also goes
to the university employees who
spent their time to ensure that
the show went on.
Dave Fielder, on his own
time, was there to protect the'
electrical system. All the fire. '
police; electrical and arnbu14nix2
staff solved problems before
they started.
I'd also like to relate a special
incident which . to me
characterized the evening.
About three quarters of the
way through the show I notic—:
ed a girl about to faint. I 'got
her off to the side, but she still,
was shaking badly and needed
medical attention.
The paramedics came and
she was helped backstage She
was ohs iously upset at missing
the remainder of an awesome
- show However, at the end of
the encore the band came
back and talked with her and
—Went some time with her. The
incident showed the kind of
people the members of the band
were — they were great!
Finally, thanks to all the
students who attended the con-
_Aann...By selling out, this concert
set the precedent for student
government and Off Campus
Board to sponsor more con-
certs. I know that I'm already
excited about the next group to
come to UMaine.
Christopher D. Boot hby
President
Student Government
who went out with whom or is employer, want someone who
going out with whom, who got cannot show the simplest form
the most drunk, who passed out of respect? You decide!
and who they have or want to By the way, I know that
"sleep" with. Oh yrs, they also greek organizations do a lot of
plan parties. Tee .are no! good work. They sponsor the
topics to be discussed in the blood drives all over campus,
library, they drive the handicapped van
There are areas designated for Onward with me, and hase
for study discussion in the fund raisers for needy organua-
library, as well as in the dorms tions. I am not against the
and Memorial Union. The third greek organizations as a whole.
floor of the library is not the just the people who use the
place for that. organization like the girls on
Also, the greek girls manage the third floor of the library.
to bring food and drink into the
library. This is lacking in
respect for other students,
library employees and UMaine.
Do I. as a prospective
lrs mg kolodzieiski
Estabrooke Hall
to nuclear power
serving and outwitting those
who have not only controlled
our electric need, but our
pocketbooks, our conscious,
and most important the future
condition of our home.
I don't like knowing that I'll
be leaving this nuclear mess to
the future inhabitants of this
planet. I feel a lot more positive
thinking about new and in-
novative alternatis es than I do
thinking about, how to deal with
an endless supply of high level
nuclear waste.
Just as we all have choices,
we do have alternatives.
Nobody will ever be able to
convince me that there are no
safe alternatives tor nuclear
power any more than they
could convince me that I don't
have the right to make my own
choices.
Please don't be fooled by the
big bucks. You knew better
Voting "No" on November
3 will give real Maine Yankee
ingenuity a fighting chance.
Cecelia E. Wet-nau
Naples
WHEN WRITING...
The Dail,v Maine Campus welcomes let-
ters to the editor and commentaries from -
members of the university community. Let-
ters should be i00 words or less, and com-
mentaries about 450 words. In order to
verify' the validity of letters, we must have
a name, address, and telephone number.
Although the newspaper welcomes
anooymous letters, it will not print them
unless a special arrangement for withholding
the letter has been made with the editor.
The Maine Campus reserves the right to
edit letters and commentaries for length,
taste, and libel.
a
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Fonda faces
lawsuit
--LOS ANGELES (AP) --- A former
aerobics instructor has filed a S2.1
million lawsuit against Jane Fonda
and her workout exercise studio,
alleging the actress and others con-
spired to steal her clients
The suit was filed on behalf Of
Audrey Pressman, who worked at the
Beyerly Hills studio from 1979 until
.1985, court records show Tuesday.
Ms. Fonda's attornes, Larry Stein.
refused to comment on the suit ex-
cept to say that a similar claim by Ms.
Pressman. had been dismissed in -
federal court-.
In the new suit, filed in Los
Angeles County Supenor Court. Ms.
Pressman claims she was already a
well-known aerobics instruttor with a
large clientele when she went to work
for Ms. Fonda and the Aorknut Inc
in 4979
She said her salars at the Workout
was based on how mans clients at-
tended her classes Ms Pressman
contends she lost income and clients
because M% Fonda and the studio
alleged's told them her esercise
classes were dangerous
News Briefs
Ms. Pressman was: teiminited in
May 1985. The suit said she- lost
clients because they all had entered
into longterm contracts with the
Workout
Explosion hits
Chinatown
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — An
.explosion rocked a. Chinatown
restaurant at lunch hour Wednesday,
showering glass and debris over a
crowded street and injuring 2' peo-
ple. authorities reported -
The three-alarm fire at the (anion
Tc4 House was estinguished within
a half-hour, but authorities remain-
ed at ihe' scene treating injured as a
crowd developed in -rite tin”
neighborhood.
There was no immediate word on
what caused the explosion Witnesses
--Said the tire began in the hack of itit
building near the kitchen and spread
to the front.
Fire Chief Ed Phipps said the cause
was under insestigation Asked if it
could. be anything but a gas omio-
molt. he replied: "I don't think it was
bomb "
Paramedic Robert Siivarto said 25
people were injured --four were in
critical condition with burn 'mune%
Sixteen people were hospitatried
all, he added.
40 Hair Design
. eft
I OP 29 Vvater St Old Town
Where hair designing
is our business
Tues - .Sat Eves by appoin
827-4246
**me retekque Mem. hew** ( arvi ( hurt NW.
Oct. 14-17, 8 pm
MATINEE Oct. 15,2 pm
Hauck Auditorium
hilarious sendun Iii It ton.in hspiM russ and a twnefrating Itiok at
today's sexual morality
suctinalv sassy I lepotis insulting a%alter Iwo 'New and' Times
(ill;81-1755 kw reservations. Boit ratite at Maine Center kit the Arts
Ti kets may he available at the door at perriamantes.
No harge tor students with arts card.
Nobel prize
to be taxed
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Nobel Prizes are worth $340000 in
cash, but that won't buy as much as
it used to. The awards gisen to U.S.
residents now are subject to federal
tax.
As part of the big tax overhaul
enacted last year, Congress repealed
the provision that eicluded from tax
any prize ..awarded for certain
charitable. scientific or hterary
achiesement. The exclusion was
available so long as a recipient had
not applied for the award.
Congress reasoned that since a
prize or award increased a person's
net wealth, it should be taxed as or-
dinars income
Whether a Nobel recipient pays tax
on the prize depends on citizenship
and reradencs A U.S. citizen or alien
residing in the United States is tax-
ed. A non-resident alien generally
would not pas a U.S. tax because he
or she doe's not live in this countrs
and the income ts- not. from an
American source.
rhe Nobel% are awarded by foun-
dations m Norway and Sweden.
Court upholds
conviction
PORTLAND. Maine (AP) — The
Maine Supreme Court has upheld the
murder cons ictron of John lane.
who put his girlfriend's four-year-old
daughter in an oven and burned her
to death
The high court concurred with the
Superior ourt decision that I anc.
39. had failed to prose he was not
 i•minalls responsible for his.
behavior at the time of the killing.
In a related ruling. the Supreme
Court also upheld d District Court
decision that terminated the parental
rights of Cynthia Palmer, lane's
girlfnerit who wanted custody of her
other daughTer S.arrah
Lane is serving a life sentence in the
Maine State Prison for his 1985 con-
viction. Angela Palmer was burned
to death in October 1984 in the
Auburn apartment that Lane abated.,
with Ms Palmer and her two
daughters
The death followed "a bizarre rite
marked by religious symbols" that
was apparently intended to free Ms.
Palmer from the influence of her
daughter's personality.
Lane, who frequently said he had
placed Satan in the oven, "had a long
history of . mental problems. " the
court said Tuesday
Genius denied
vanity pktte
BROOKFIELD. Conn. (AP) — A
member of a club for geniuses has
run up irtgainst the state bureaucracy
in his bid to proudly advertise the
word 'STUPID' on his license plate.
Russell Reynaga, 43, said Tuesday he
can't understand why the Depart-
ment of Motor \i'ehicles won't grant
him a sanity license plate with the
word printed on it He said motor
%chicle deparobents in New York and
Texas have issued him such plates in
the past
Resnaga. a computer scientist at
Pitney Bowes in Norwalk, is an
11-year member of MENSA, an in-
ternational organization whose
members' !Qs must register in the top
2 percent.
"I enjoy the dichotomy of it."
he said in explaining why a man with
an IQ abuse 142 would want such a
license plate
rhe license plate may have
humorous intentions, but Mike
Kozlowski. executive assistant to the
liklior :Chicks commissioner, said it
can be construed as a negative com-
ment against the state agencs or the
driser who reads a
Korlowski said Tuesday a vanity-
plate request will be rejected of it's
considered in bad taste, obscene, or
••.(lnict hung obleOlonable
SUGARLOAF
GIVES YOU A RUN
FOR TH-j MONEY. .
56 IN FACT! "
A STUDENT SEASON PASS
is the best ski deal around Buy
now ... ski a lot and save a lot"
Only $250 with purchase
before 10/31/87 for a full season; •
sp.) of skiing. Contact your campus
Spit Tri it 'representative today!
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tro4dioiger .
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member of the I NH cross-country team. Tbe.UNII men*. team
defeated the Kean, 34-21, %hilt. the 1 %lame women defeated ihr 1 Ns If
•firnen.  team.
 
Sports
Women runners defeat UNH
men lose in last dual _meet
In the men's race. Maine's Pat O'Malley
took off at the mail and had a ten second lead
at two miles. UNH sophomore Randy Hall,
running_with Wildcat captain Peter Hammer,
moved in on ()Walley and caught him
halfway through the ram. Hall went on to win-
*the 5.6 mile race in 28:31. Hammer (28:40)
finished Second and 0.114idlei (29:08) finish-
ed third.
"Peter and I worked together the whole
race,'' Hall said 'referring to his
strategy, "We knew (Pat's) times and knew
he wouldn't break away.”
The fierce bank for fourth featured several
lead changes. Vs'ildcats'Stese.-Crainer' and
Ryan Landsoy dueled Black Bears Alex Ham-
mer and Chris Farley. In the end it was I arid-
soy (29:43). who outlasted the others, with
Hammer (29:48). Crainer (29:54). and Farley
(30:08) following him.
Rounding out Maine's scoring were Mark
Snow' (ninth:30:28), Chad Crabtree.
(tenth.30:31) and tying for 13th, Doug
DeAngelis and Kevin Way (30:44).
At the end of the regular season, the women
are 4-2, and the men are 6-5. This Sat urdaV
sisc--men will run in the Eastern Champion-
ships, and the Women will compete at the Ho-
ly Cross Invitational.
Sy lark Sao.
In the last dual Cross Country meet of the
wawa.- the. University of Maine women
defeated the University of New Hampshire
women 22-14. The men's team lost to UNH
21-34.
In front of an October Break crowd
estimated at 25, the women took the first three
places and fifth plac:C.
Running in the last- home meet tit. their
-• careers, seniors Brenda Stahnken and Jen
Allenled a pack of runners for one and a half
- miles. Allen. Mahnken, and teammate Karen
. Silshury then pulled away -1from Wildcat
Dawn Enkrlein. Allen fell back with a mile
to go. Mahnken. in a time of 22:33, won the
race just ahead of Salsbury (22:39): Allen rah
the 3.6 mile course in 22:50, good enough for
third place.
Maine's Mary Meehan almost caught
Unkrlein. but had to settle for fifth in 23:16.
Maine's top sex en included Theresa Wit hee
lilf.Z3151), Rhonda Morin II-124:15) and
Stacie -Smith( IS, 30: 56).
•
9
.116 American__ Give blood. Now. It's the easy way to be a hero.
11- Red Cross CainMO-M.-HEW/
UMAINE ALUMNI AND STUDENTS
WELCOME TO:
SfMG'S
For a taste of the
Exotic Orient
CatitoheAfe and.
Polvicafiont lerafteerant
end Lounge
Eat in or Take out your
favorite Oriental cuisine
_
_
_
oar..
41 Washington Street Bangor, Maine 04401 947-8308
13t1
Dance Club
6 Central St. Downtown Bangor
Frtday-Saturday 18 yrs old 81 up
8-4 a.m.
8-9 p.m. happy hour-S3.00 cover
9-1 p.m
After 1
.-U.00 cover
a.m.-83.00 cover
\
See the most exciting I
light show with ro
the-biggest dance
floor in town! !.
Cc° 
Pe
/
with our live DJ 4
request your
favorite songl(Save $1 on cover with your UMaine
1 student ID
-dress code required)
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Pub Night at the
Oronoka
Thursday, Oct. 15
8:00-1:00
$4.00 per person
$3.00 with student ID
Bus pick-up at the Union
and along College Ave.
8:00
9:00
Return to campus at
, 11:30 12:30
Valid ID required
for entry.
trMaine golf team qualifies
for ECAC championships
bass Vs*
rounded out the -top five with a 630.
Brett Porath and Tom Caron paced
the Black Bears with flOs while finishing_
in the top 10. Bill Robinson (82) and
The I. nisersit% of Maine golf team Galen Perry (Si) rounded out the scor
will he hitting the road once again atter ing for the Black Bears.
tini'hing in a second place tie at the East The tournament's medalist was Dart -
Coast Athletic Conference regional mouth's ['Use Whittemore. Whittemore
qualifying tournament and qualifying on in a sudden death playoff.
for the ECAC Championships. Coach Art Gunman expects an'ex-
The Black Bears finished in a tic with tremely tough tournament for his Black
Dartmouth College, both teams Bears. The field will consist of IS to 20
finishing with a total of 627. Salem St.. teams from the five ECAC 'regions.
beastly favored gong into the lourna "This is a class , field," be said.
ment.-.finished lust two strokes in front "Three Or fOur years ago we qualified
for -the victory. • , •- and finished 15th out- of Hi teams. To •
With the teams with the top two fnish in the top 10 will be great ac-
scores ads ancing to the ;:harnpionships complishment.
in Shawnee. Pa., the Black 'Bears were The site of the tournmament *lugs()
almost nudged out . by a stroke. Dart- the site of • the 1938 , PGA
rnot.:th'v final golfer had a chance to Championships.
push (Maine into third place, but he "It's a long.- tough course,'
missed a long putt, ensuring the second Guttman said.
placet The ECAC Championships will be the
Bentley College just missed qualify final tournament of the fall season for
. ing with a fell Northeastern University the Black Bears
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